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• SD: Surface array 
Detectors

• FD: Fluorescence 
Detectors

• Cherenkov

• Radio

• 𝝂: Undergrand 
(water Cheren) 
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What are these ? floating  * :  ~100μs 
Core memory  
             size: <  *1MB 
          (~*100kwords) 
No HD:  
No Screen Display 
 (Lots of lamps on the 
console) 

Machine language 
Assembler language 

Algol  
Fortran 

search max;  
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Had. Interaction models in  before ~1999

4990 M. HONDA, T. KAJITA, K. KASAHARA, AND S.MIDORIKAWA

The interactions of cosmic ray protons and nuclei with
air nuclei are hadronic in character. We employed the
NUCRIN [46] Monte Carlo code for hadronic interactions
for lab energies & 5 GeV, and the LUND code, FRITIOF
version 1.6 [48] and JETSET version 6.3 [49], for 5 GeV &
E~ b & 500 GeV. Above 500 GeV, the original code
developed by Kasahara et al. (COSMOS) [50] was used.
The K/vr ratio is taken as 7% at 10 GeV, 11%at 100 GeV,
and 14% at 1000 GeV in lab energy. We compared the
output of those codes with available experimental data.
Although there have been many accelerator experiments
of proton-nucleus and helium-nucleus interactions for +
30 GeV, not many are applicable to our present purpose.
For higher energies, the data of collider experiments are
available for p-p and p-p collisions. We estimate that
the error of the atmospheric v calculation resulting from
these Monte Carlo codes is around 10%.
Results from the LUND code were compared with the

vr production spectrum in a cone of & 7.28 in p-Be col-
lisions (24 GeV/c) [51] (Fig. 8). NUORIN results were
compared with the vr production spectrum at 2.5 in
p-C collisions (5 GeV/c) [52] (Fig. 9). The agreement
of the LUND code and experimental data is quite good
( 10%) except for the very low momentum region (& 5
GeV). Since the energy spectrum of cosmic rays is steep,
the spectrum of vr's production by nucleons in the lower
momentum region is relatively unimportant. The agree-
ment of the NUCRIN code and experimental data seems
not as good as that of the LUND code. The authors of the
NUCRIN code estimated the disagreement of their output
and experimental result as 10—20% [47]. In low energy
cosmic ray interactions, the detailed structure of the vr

production spectrum may be smeared due to the Hatten-
ing of the cosmic ray spectrum at low energies.
For high energies, it is diKcult to get experimental re-

sults of nucleus-nucleus or proton-nucleus interactions.
However, there are many results available from p-p(p)
collider experiments. In Fig. 10, we present the experi-
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FIG. 9. Comparison of sr+-production spectrum in p-C col-
lisions at p = 5.1 GeV to the direction of 2.5 between exper-
iment [51] and the NUGRIN Monte Carlo code. P' denotes the
momentum in the total center of mass system.

mentally determined pseudorapidity distribution for ~s
53, 200, 546, and 900 GeV, and calculated results

&om the COSMOS and LUND codes for the same ener-
gies and ~s = 30.6 GeV, corresponding to a lab energy
of 500 GeV. Above ~s = 53 GeV, the results of the cos-
Mos code agrees with the experimental results within
5%. Also the agreement of the cOSMOS and LUND

codes is good at ~s = 30.6 GeV. However, the pseu-
dorapidity distributions calculated by the LUND code are
lower than the experimental results and those of the cos-
Mos code near q = 0. Accordingly the multiplicity (the
number of particles created by the interaction) in the
LUND code is smaller than the experimental value above
this energy. Therefore, above 500 GeV in lab energy we
used the COSMOS code for hadronic interactions.
In the CosMos code, nucleus-nucleus interactions are
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FIG. 8. Comparison of sr+-production spectrum in p-Be
collisions at p = 24 GeV/c between experiment [50] and the
LUND Monte Carlo code. The direction of the m's are limited
to & 7.28 from the direction of projectile protons.
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FIG. 10. Pseudorapidity distributions calculated by the
cosMos code (solid line). Upper triangles, downward trian-
gles, and squares represent the data from UA-5, the CERN
Super Proton Synchrotron (SppS) [53], and crosses from
UA-5, the CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) [54]. The
dotted lines show the calculated results by LUND code.

<5GeV:  NUCRIN 
5~500 GeV:  Lund Fritiof1.6+Jetset6.3 
>500 GeV: ad-hoc model (somtime referred 
as Cosmos model;  ~UA5 model)
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LUND code is smaller than the experimental value above
this energy. Therefore, above 500 GeV in lab energy we
used the COSMOS code for hadronic interactions.
In the CosMos code, nucleus-nucleus interactions are

10
p(24GeV/c) + Be z + X 4.0

~s = 900 GeV

I 10
3.0

i)
C

2.0
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10
10 15

Pion Momentum (GeV/c)
20

FIG. 8. Comparison of sr+-production spectrum in p-Be
collisions at p = 24 GeV/c between experiment [50] and the
LUND Monte Carlo code. The direction of the m's are limited
to & 7.28 from the direction of projectile protons.

0.
-4.0 -2.0 0. 2.0

Pseudorapidity (g )
4.0

FIG. 10. Pseudorapidity distributions calculated by the
cosMos code (solid line). Upper triangles, downward trian-
gles, and squares represent the data from UA-5, the CERN
Super Proton Synchrotron (SppS) [53], and crosses from
UA-5, the CERN Intersecting Storage Rings (ISR) [54]. The
dotted lines show the calculated results by LUND code.

pC p=5.1GeV/c pBe p=24GeV/c pp=1.4~400TeV



Two problems 
Event generation: time-consuming 
Modification of code:  difficult

For 𝝂, only inclusive spectrum is enough 

Honda made such inclusive spectra  for all these models 
       ==> new code:  ATMNC 
       ==> Two problems much relaxed

Since we don’t know experimental details, we asked Kajita-san’s 
help:    ==> HKKM  papers  (Honda, Kajita, Kasahara, Midorikawa)

First paper by ATMNC 
    Calculation of the flux of atmospheric neutrinos  

   HKKM 
   Phys. Rev.D Vol.52 (1995)     
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Cosmos: Some works related to Atmos  𝝂 

Cutoff rigidity 

Albedo particles

Ep（GeV)

dN/dE

𝝂 business => ATMNC



AMS01 ～y2000 afforded valuable  data for 
investigating rigidity cutoff,  albedo particles: 

check  Cosmos. 
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Origin of long  lived (t>0.2s) protons

AMS01: Phy.Rev.Let  B 472 (2000)
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( )J. Alcaraz et al.rPhysics Letters B 484 2000 10–2216

ence the trajectory of electrons and positrons were
w xtraced 12 back from their measured incident angle,

location and momentum, through the geomagnetic

w xfield 13 . This was continued until the trajectory was
traced to outside the Earth’s magnetosphere or until
it crossed the top of the atmosphere at an altitude of

Fig. 6. The flight time versus energy from the tracing of leptons detected in the region Q -0.3. From the flight time distribution there areM
two distinct types of trajectories: For ‘‘short-lived’’, flight times -0.2 sec, the flight time is independent of lepton energy. For
‘‘long-lived’’, flight times G0.2 sec, there are two bands A and B. In both A and B the flight time depends on energy: it decreases with
increasing energy.

AMS01 
Physics Letters B 484 (2000)



Conclusion for Atomos. 𝝂  from these studies: 

Albedo contribution to  𝝂  flux < 1% of total 𝝂 flux



Int. model checking
 With accel.  experiment data 

 Sometimes  
 No Air like target 
 No pion incident  case 
 No  nucleus incident case 

 With atmospheric muons:    p, He,.. 1ry.  pi,K interaction.   Target Air.   
 Sometimes  

contradicting data 
low statistics 

 With atmospheric gamma rays 
 For atmos. 𝝂,  less suited than  atmos. muon,  but would have certain 
meaning

@>1
014 

~ 10
17 eV

: LH
Cf

~y2000,  dpmjet3 became  available
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PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 052004 ~2002!
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dpmjet3  found  to be a very good model, though not perfect
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A bit about charm particles 

• As well known, it becomes important at ~PeV
E.g          IceCube  BG



Until a few years ago, among  the 
models  used in high energy AS 
simulation, only dpmjet3 was the code 
that can deal  with charm 
But, authors of dpmjet3 warn “it’s old, 
don’t rely on it” 
However, it would be a good exercise to 
look into it.  Let’s try



From Emberg @CERN Feb.2013



From Emberg @CERN Feb.2013

dpmjet3
Good at >1014 eV   !



x

1 �
in

x
d� dx

pN  1016 eV
πch

Kch

D0

Dch

Λc

dpmjet3  ~106 events

2.3c is consistent with those at ICRR
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all
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Highest energy muon in a shower



dpmjet3 vs qgsjetII-03
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Highest energy nu in a shower



From Schukraft @CERN Feb. 2013

IceCube case



From Schukraft @CERN Feb. 2013

IceCube case

dpmjet3  
w/o charm 
charm  



Comparison with Sibyll2.3c



Comparison with Sibyll2.3c
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the single photon energy spectra between the experimental data and the MC predictions. Top panels show the spectra and the bottom panels show the
ratios of MC results to experimental data. Left (right) panel shows the results for the large (small) rapidity range. Different colors show the results from experimental data
(black), QGSJET II-03 (blue), DPMJET 3.04 (red), SIBYLL 2.1 (green), EPOS 1.99 (magenta) and PYTHIA 8.145 (yellow). Error bars and gray shaded areas in each plot indicate the
experimental statistical and the systematic errors, respectively. The magenta shaded area indicates the statistical error of the MC data set using EPOS 1.99 as a representative
of the other models. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)

LHCf detectors by two methods; first by using the distribution of
particle impact positions measured by the LHCf detectors and sec-
ond by using the information from the Beam Position Monitors
(BPMSW) installed ±21 m from the IP [24]. From the analysis of
the fills 1089–1134, we found a maximum ∼4 mm shift of the
beam center at the LHCf detectors, corresponding to a crossing an-
gle of ∼30 µrad assuming the beam transverse position did not
change. The two analyses gave consistent results for the location
of the beam center on the detectors within 1 mm accuracy. In
the geometrical construction of events we used the beam-center
determined by LHCf data. We derived photon energy spectra by
shifting the beam-center by 1 mm. The spectra are modified by
5–20% depending on the energy and the rapidity range. This is
assigned as a part of systematic uncertainty in the final energy
spectra.

The background from collisions between the beam and the
residual gas in the vacuum beam pipe can be estimated from the
data. During LHC operation, there were always bunches that did
not have a colliding bunch in the opposite beam at IP1. We call
these bunches ‘non-crossing bunches’ while the normal bunches
are called as ‘crossing bunches.’ The events associated with the
non-crossing bunches are purely from the beam-gas background
while the events with the crossing bunches are mixture of beam-
beam collisions and beam-gas background. Because the event rate
of the beam-gas background is proportional to the bunch inten-
sity, we can calculate the background spectrum contained in the
crossing bunch data by scaling the non-crossing bunch events. We
found the contamination from the beam-gas background in the fi-
nal energy spectrum is only ∼0.1%. In addition the shape of the

energy spectrum of beam-gas events is similar to that of beam-
beam events, so beam-gas events do not have any significant im-
pact on the beam-beam event spectrum.

The collision products and beam halo particles can hit the beam
pipe and produce particles that enter the LHCf detectors. However
according to MC simulations, these particles have energy below
100 GeV [10] and do not affect the analysis presented in this Let-
ter.

5. Comparison with models

In the top panels of Fig. 5 photon spectra predicted by
MC simulations using different models, QGSJET II-03 (blue) [22],
DPMJET 3.04 (red) [21], SIBYLL 2.1 (green) [25], EPOS 1.99 (ma-
genta) [20] and PYTHIA 8.145 (default parameter set; yellow) [26,
27] for collisions products are presented together with the com-
bined experimental results. To combine the experimental data of
the Arm1 and Arm2 detectors, the content in each energy bin was
averaged with weights by the inverse of errors. The systematic un-
certainties due to the multi-hit cut, particle identification (PID),
absolute energy scale and beam center uncertainty are quadrati-
cally added in each energy bin and shown as gray shaded areas in
Fig. 5. The uncertainty in the luminosity determination (±6.1% as
discussed in Section 2), that is not shown in Fig. 5, can make an
energy independent shift of all spectra.

In the MC simulations, 1.0 × 107 inelastic collisions were gen-
erated and the secondary particles transported in the beam pipe.
Deflection of charged particles by the D1 beam separation dipole,
particle decay and particle interaction with the beam pipe are

p-p √s=7 TeV, single photon spectra
Before going to the detailed comparison with the models, just for remind…

Many models 
 predicts more in low-E

Basically, no models (but only pre-LHC ones) reproduce LHCf results
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√s=13 TeV LHCf inclusive photon spectra

• MC predictions calculated by CRMC (v1.6 / v1.5.xx) 
• Background  

• 1%-level-correction of beam gas background (estimated by non-crossing bunches) 
• Beam pipe background is negligible (<1%, estimated by QGSJETII-04 DoubleArm simulations)

8.99>η>8.81η>10.94

(Stat.+Sys.)



Color: dpmjet3  
Black: sibyll2.3c 

pN @ 1016 eV     2x106 events
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Current Cosmos: General  Features 
 Fortran + c 
 User Inerface :  Fortan  or C++ 
 Compiler: Formal Fortran 

 Intel Fortran 
 GFortran   

 Thin Sampling   
 Parallel computing 

 MPI 
 Skeleton -smach- flesh method 

 Hybrid AS size computing (M.C + Analytical)



  Energy: 1keV ~ 1021 eV 
 Environment: Earth Atmospher 

 Time dependent NRL atmosphere 
 IGRF B,  dipole B,  no B 
 Arbitrary E field 

 Various particles;  tau lepton can be 1ry

<10 RE



Processes
 Elemag:
 photoelectric Eff., Rayleigh scat, Compton scat, 
 mag. pair cre.  pair cre.  
 brems.  e+ annihilation,  Bhabha, Møller scat. 
 mag. brems (synchrotron rad).
 photo-hadron prod.
 LPM effect on brem and  pair.  
 Multiple scatt
 muon
 brems,  pair cre.  nucl. int.
 polarization,  stopping mu- capture
hadron      interaction.
Cherenkov→some user interface 



Interaction Models

  ad-hoc                       > threshold           employed only for rescue  

Model                     Energy (GeV)          Remarks 
dpmjet3                 >  threshold             <5GeV ~ Nucrin. Ela included. charm.    UHE ? 
QGSJET03             > 80                                  
QGSJET04             > 80                            LHC tuned 
EPOS1.99               > 80                             
EPOS-lHC-3400  > 80                           LHC tuned 
EPOS-lHC-3700  >  80                          LHC tuned.  A>56 can be used 
Sibyll2.1                  > 80                           essentially for p, Air target  
Sibyll2.3c               > 80                          //  charm  included 
JAM                            < 106                         spectator fragment  ng   
PHITS                        < 2                            JAEA  code.  nutron interaction    
Sofia                          > 0.14                      photo-hadron production 
Fritiof1.6                  < 2000   
Nucrin                       < 5                             
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Comparison with CORSIKA

Fe, E0 = 1019.5
 eV and θ = 0.

energy to be accurately estimated in UHECR experiments, Eair

needs to be precisely known [43].
We compare the energy deposited to the air due to EM particles,

muons, and hadrons in CORSIKA and COSMOS simulations. Both
CORSIKA and COSMOS follow Eair by the particles with E > Ethreshold

along the atmospheric depth in simulations. But the codes does
not track particles and their contribution any more, if their energy
drops below the threshold energy. So we compare Eair by particles
with E > Ethreshold. Fig. 6 shows Eair as a function of the slant atmo-
spheric depth, xs, for proton primary with E0 ¼ 1019 :5 eV and
h ¼ 0";31:75";45" and 70". Lines are the averages of 50 EAS simu-
lations. Table 7 shows the average of the fraction of the energy,
hEairi=E0, and the relative standard deviation, rEair /hEairi, for proton

and iron primaries with different primary energies and h ¼ 70" at
the ground; for h ¼ 70" the slant atmospheric depth at the ground
is large enough that Eair has reached the maximum (see Fig. 6). The
values in Table 7 were calculated with 50 EAS simulations for each
set of parameters.

There is a clear trend in Fig. 6 that COSMOS predicts larger
EairðxsÞ than CORSIKA. The energy deposited to the air by the parti-
cles with E > Ethreshold in Table 7 is hEairi /E0 ¼ 0:66 % 0:71 in CORS-
IKA simulations, while hEairi /E0 ¼ 0:77 % 0:82 in COSMOS
simulations. The difference is & 15%, which is larger than the fluc-
tuation. The relative standard deviation, rEair /hEairi, is small and
typically & 1% both in CORSIKA and COSMOS simulations.

For the total energy deposited to the air, the contribution due to
the particles with E < Ethreshold, as well as that by the particles with
E > Ethreshold, should be counted. Yet, the difference of & 15% is sub-
stantial. It means that the UV fluorescence light assessed with
CORSIKA and COSMOS simulations could differ by a similar
amount, so does the primary energy of UHECR events estimated
with CORSIKA and COSMOS simulations.

4. Summary

EAS simulations form an essential part of experiments to detect
UHECRs; they are used to estimate the energy, arrival direction,
and composition of primary particles. The TA experiment employs
two codes, CORSIKA and COSMOS, for the simulations. In this
paper, we compared CORSIKA and COSMOS simulations by
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Fig. 4. Kinetic energy distribution of photons, electrons, muons, and hadrons at the
ground for EASs of iron primary with E0 = 1019 :5 eV and h = 0!. Solid lines are
CORSIKA results and dashied lines are COSMOS. Violet, blue, green and red colors
indicate photons, electrons, muons and hadrons, respectively. Lines are the
averages of 50 simulations, and error bars mark the standard deviations. For
clarity, only the error bars of CORSIKA results are shown.
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@ground ,  near core
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Some non-standard features in Cosmos 

Time and place dependent atmosphere by NRLMSISE



Mag. Brems(synchrotron）Xray  

7m

e-  ~10TeV

2m

2m

Explore the High Energy End of 1ry Electrons

<Ex>~∝Ee2

~100 keV



Mag. Effect at ultra 
high energies
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Bc = 4.3� 1013gauss, B ⇥ 0.3gauss



Mag. Brems
M.G.Baring:  Mon. Not. R. astr. Soc.  235(1988)  51-78



Mag. pair cre.



Mag. Brems



5x1019 eV  photon.  from 5000km a.s.l
cos=0.85     ~26 % events --> pair creation

gamma

electron

Energy (GeV)

dN
/d

E
/e

ve
nt

<N>=2

<N> 170 <E> 2.4 x 10^17 eV

<E>=4.4x10^18 eV

at 100 km



large

small

Mag.  pair creation

Mag. pair      LPM           Fluctuation 
    works      not works     small 
  not works     works        large     

𝜟𝝋=60°



Quick Hybrid calculation of Ne by Eγ=5x1019 eV

Slant Depth (g/cm2)

Lat: 32 Long: 137

Ne

𝜟𝝋=60°
From North 
From South

cos zenith =0.6~0.8

Each 250 events

~1 hour job



Electric field 

•Simple filed (E(r,t): Specified by parameters 

•Complex one:    The user may supply a 
subroutine for giving E(r,t). 



E=(0,0,Ez)

105   V/m 

3x104
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100km a.s.lhorizontal plane
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30MeV e-
 initial
direction
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~20 km a.s.l

•Test at almost no air hight, ( B, E ) 
•  electron  30 MeV



•Test at almost no air hight, ( B, E ) 
• positron 30MeV 

30MeV e+ 
initial
direction
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•Test in air    10MeV e- 
•

10 kV/m 100 200 230

2.5km

50

In each case, 30 events are superposed

240



•Test in air    200 GeV e- 
•

1670 x 1164



•Test in air    200 GeV e- 
•



•Test in air    200 GeV e- 
•



• In actual applications, it is important to 
     
  take into account the time information of 
electric field ( duration time), as well as 
r-dependence. 



Non MPI parallel computing
• MPI:  Message  Passing Interface:   suffers 

communication burden  

• For cascade process,  skeleton-smash-flesh method 
is introduced.

• At initial stage, jobs are distributed to a number 
of  cpu’s

• No communication needed during computation.

• Thinning may be employed simultaneously



Skeleton method

skeleton



Skeleton method

skeleton

fleshing



Skeleton method

skeleton

fleshing



Skeleton-Smash-Flesh  method



smash

Skeleton-Smash-Flesh  method



Fleshing at  n-cpu

Distributed 
parallel 

 processing
smash

Skeleton-Smash-Flesh  method



Fleshing at  n-cpu

Assembling

Distributed 
parallel 

 processing
smash

No 
communication 
needed during 
computation

Skeleton-Smash-Flesh  method



1020 eV  Emin=2x1015 eV; 1534303 ptcls

cpu#  cpuPW  Sum E      # of  ptcls 
   1  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1535 
   2  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1536 
   3  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1536 
   4  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1536 
   5  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1535 

 ... 
 995  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1536 
 996  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1536 
 997  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1536 
 998  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1536 
 999  1.0   0.9827795E+08  1535

nodal points ~360000
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generation:  ~100 sec
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Virtual (Quasi) Full M.C at 1020 eV

Assemble Thinning



Virtual (Quasi) Full M.C at 1020 eV

500 skeleons

Assemble Thinning



Virtual (Quasi) Full M.C at 1020 eV

500 skeleons

50’s are fleshed 

Assemble Thinning



Virtual (Quasi) Full M.C at 1020 eV

500 skeleons

50’s are fleshed 

Assemble Thinning



Virtual (Quasi) Full M.C at 1020 eV

500 skeleons

50’s are fleshed 

No weighted ptcl’sAssemble Thinning



Ongoing activities
A new team was formed 

Several people 

  PI  Sako @ ICR.    

 Further development, refinement etc. 

More user interfaces 

 Cosmos  can now use only Air as the medium 

 =>arbitrary combination of multiple media



+

Example:

Earth core tomography by using  the atmospheric  nu  oscillation  

?



minimum. However, the amplitude of this shift increases
significantly at high energies. (b) The morphological shift
is produced by a significant decrease in the equatorial flux
after solar minimum, while the polar flux remains relatively
constant. Most significantly, at energies >50 GeV, the
equatorial fluxes during and after solar minimum are
inconsistent at 4.7σ.

In Fig. 2, we also show the polar and equatorial spectra
during and after solar minimum. While the polar emission
spectrum remains relatively constant, the equatorial spec-
trum softens substantially after solar minimum. This signifi-
cantly decreases the high-energy equatorial flux after solar
minimum, despite the similar normalization of the equatorial
component at low energies. Intriguingly, the equatorial γ-ray

FIG. 2. (Top panel) The location and energy of solar γ rays in helioprojective coordinates. Data are cut into two temporal and two
energy bins. The solid disk indicates the solar circle, and the dashed circle indicates the 0.5° ROI. The average 68% containment region
of γ rays in each bin is depicted at the top left. The histogram depicts the Ty positions of photons compared to the expectation from
isotropic solar emission smeared by the PSF (orange line). Events > 100 GeV are marked with triangles rather than circles. We stress
that the exposure after solar minimum significantly exceeds the exposure during solar minimum. Thus, the observed number of counts
does not indicate the relative flux. In each bin, we report the flux from the modeled polar and equatorial components, as described in the
text. (Bottom panel) The energy spectrum of polar and equatorial emission, divided into regions during (left) and after (right) solar
minimum. The polar emission is approximately constant, while the equatorial emission decreases drastically after solar minimum.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 121, 131103 (2018)
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(the Sun’s angular radius is 0.26°). The excellent angular
resolution of >10 GeV γ rays minimizes the flux lost
from our region of interest (ROI). In Appendix A of the
Supplemental Material (SM) [31], we show that larger ROIs
produce consistent results.We remove events observedwhen
the Sun falls within 5° of the Galactic plane due to the larger
diffuse background. This cut is smaller than in previouswork
but is sufficient due to the small ROI. We perform the first
conversion of each γ ray to helioprojective coordinates
utilizing SUNPY [45] and ASTROPY [46]. We ignore diffuse
backgrounds, which we found in Ref. [18] to be negligible.
We calculate the Fermi-LAT exposure at the solar

position in temporal bins of 5000 s (but use precise times
for recorded events). Within this period, the Sun moves
<0.1° in the Fermi coordinate system, and the Fermi-LAT
effective exposure is approximately constant. We assume a
single exposure over the full ROI in each time bin, and we
bin the exposure into 32 logarithmic energy bins spanning
10 GeV to 1 TeV. Because the Sun occupies a unique
position in instrumental ϕ space, we calculate exposures
calculated using ten independent ϕ bins. In Appendix B
of the SM [31], we show that this ϕ dependence does not
affect our results.
Flux, spectrum and time variation.—In Fig. 1, we show

the solar γ-ray flux before and after January 1, 2010, which
roughly corresponds to the end of the cycle 24 solar
minimum. We note three key results. (a) The γ-ray flux

significantly exceeds the SSG prediction (based on a proton
interaction probability of 0.5%), in fact approaching the
maximum allowed solar disk flux (for a detailed calcu-
lation, see Appendix E of the SM [31]). (b) The 30–50 GeV
spectral dip, which we carefully examine in Ref. [18], is
statistically significant both during and after solar mini-
mum, though there is some evidence (2.5σ) that the dip
deepens at solar minimum. Aside from the dip, the spectra
in both time periods are significantly harder than predicted
by SSG. (c) The strongest time variation is observed
between solar minimum (largest flux) and the remaining
solar cycle. At low energies this variation is moderate
[13,14,18]. However, the amplitude increases with energy
above 50 GeV, reaching a factor ≥10 above 100 GeV. None
of these observations were anticipated by theory.
Morphology.—The large γ-ray flux suggests that a large

fraction of the solar surface participates in γ-ray emission.
To further elucidate the γ-ray generation mechanism(s), we
resolve the γ-ray morphology across the solar surface. This
reconstruction is possible at high (≳10 GeV) energies due
to the excellent (∼0.1°) Fermi-LAT angular resolution.
In Fig. 2, we show the location of γ rays in our analysis,

dividing the data into two temporal bins (before and after
January 1, 2010, corresponding to the end of the solar
minimum) and two energy bins (below and above 50 GeV,
corresponding to the spectral dip discussed in Ref. [18]).
We find that, contrary to the SSG model, the emission is
neither isotropic nor time invariant. Instead, it includes
distinct polar and equatorial components, with separate
time and energy dependences. In particular, it is apparent
that γ rays above 50 GeV are predominantly emitted near
the solar equatorial plane during solar minimum, but they
are emitted from polar regions during the remaining cycle.
We utilize two separate methods to quantify the signifi-

cance of this morphological shift. The first employs a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to differentiate the distribution
of γ rays in observed helioprojective latitude (jTyj) during
and after solar minimum. This method is model indepen-
dent but loses sensitivity to convolving factors such as the
instrumental point-spread function (PSF). Below 50 GeV,
we find that the event morphologies are consistent to within
1.1σ. However, above 50 GeV, we reject the hypothesis that
the latitude distributions during and after solar minimum
are equivalent at 2.8σ. This provides reasonable evidence
for a morphological shift.
Second, we define a two-component model of the solar

surface, with equal-area equatorial and polar emission
components (divided at Ty ¼ "0.108°). We fit the flux
from each component, utilizing the angular reconstruction
of each observed γ ray (see Appendix F of the SM [31]).
This correctly accounts for the PSF but provides results that
depend on the assumed emission model. In Appendix G of
the SM [31], we show that different models produce similar
results. This analysis provides two key results. (a) At all
energies, the γ-ray emission becomes more polar after solar

FIG. 1. (Top panel) The solar disk γ-ray spectrum during solar
minimum (before January 1, 2010; blue circles) and after it (red
squares). Small shifts along the x axis improve readability. The
gray lines show the SSGmodel renormalized by a factor of 6 to fit
the lowest-energy data point (solid line), and the maximum γ-ray
flux that could be produced by hadronic cosmic rays (dashed
line). (Bottom panel) The ratio of the γ-ray flux observed during
and after solar minimum. All upper and lower limits are based on
2σ Poisson fluctuations in the photon count.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 121, 131103 (2018)
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T. Linden et al

Example:                  Gamma ray from the SUN

Other cases:  
Magnetor.  
Mars.  



Conclusion

• Cosmos is now moving to a new stage

Thank you for your attention !
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F19. 3. Rat105 0f ant1neutr1n05 t0 neutr1n05. 7he err0r 6ar5 1n- 
c1ude n0t 0n1y 5tat15t1ca1 err0r5 fr0m 51mu1at10n, 6ut a150 var1a- 
t10n5 0f the rat105 w1th the 501ar cyc1e. 7he h15t09ram5 5h0w the 
re5u1t 0f8arr et a1. [ 16 ] f0r 501ar max1mum. 

the re5u1t5 5h0w 900d a9reement  and are w1th1n 5% 
1n the ran9e 0.1 6eV~<E~< 1.0 6eV.  

7 h e  maj0r  50urce 0f neutr1n05 15 p10n5. 7hu5 the 
rat10 9e/v~ wh1ch 15 5h0wn 1n f19. 3 ref1ect5 the rat10 
p-/p+~~-/~+. We f1nd %/v~,- ,0 .95 f0r E ~ < 5 0  
MeV and %/ve  - 0.85 f0r Ev>~ 50 MeV. 1t ha5 a peak  
at Ev ~ 30 MeV. 7he  1ar9er rat10 at 10wer ener91e5 15 
due t0 the f0110w1n9 fact. A5 pr1mary c05m1c ray5 are 
a1m05t a11 pr0t0n5, wh05e f1ux ha5 a peak at Ek1n ~ 1 
6eV,  the ma1n pr0ce55e5 0f  p10n pr0duct10n a r0und  
th15 ener9y are 

p + A ~ x +  + n + . . .  

n + A ~ - + p +  .... 

7hu5 p+ are m0re ener9et1c than 8 - ,  re5u1t1n91n the 
p0rt10n 0f  9e fr0m the decay 0f  a1m05t 5t0pped ~ -  
6e1n91ar9er than that  0f  ve fr0m the decay 0f  a1m05t 
5t0pped ~+. 51nce n + - - , v ,+  p+ and p+ ~ 9 ,  +... ,  0ne 
expect5 9 , / %  = 1 at 10w ener9y where a11 mu0n5 de- 
cay. 7he  re5u1t 1n f19. 3 5h0w5 900d a9reement  w1th 
th15 expectat10n. A5 the mu0n  p01ar12at10n effect 15 
the 5ame f0r neutr1n05 and ant1neutr1n05, the rat105 
0f  9 /v  0f  the 5ame f1av0r are 11tt1e affected 6y the ef- 
fect. 7he5e rat105 are a1m05t 1ndependent 0f  the ex- 
per1menta151te. 

N0w we c0mpare  0ur re5u1t w1th the recent Ka- 
m10kande da ta  [ 18 ]. A5 1n 0ur prev10u5 paper  [ 3 ], 
we def1ne 

<e~aaFp> = ~ ~ ~(E~)~(Ev, E~) 
V,9 

XFp(Ev, 0~) dE~ dE~ d0~, 
where e~(E~) 15 the detect10n eff1c1ency f0r an a-type 
char9ed 1ept0n w1th ener9y E~, ~ 15 the d1fferent1a1 
cr055 5ect10n 0f v~, F#(Ev, 0~) 15 the 1nc1dent v# f1ux 
w1th ener9y E~ and 2en1th an91e 0~. 7hen, 1t 15 m0re 
c0nven1ent t0 u5e, 1n5tead 0f the num6er N. and Are 
0f the 065erved mu0n and e1ectr0n event5, the rat10 
U~=N./x< ~.~,F~> and Ue=N~/K< Eea~F~>, where 
#¢= (num6er 0f nuc1e0n5)X (t1me). Fr0m the Ka- 
m10kande data w1th K= 3.43 kt0n yr, we 06ta1n 

U~ =0.490~+0.119, U,  =0 .668  +0.163,  

U~ = 0 . 7 3 4 + 0 . 1 0 1 ,  (1)  
U~ 

f0r m 0 m e n t u m  cut0ff  p~ > 100 M e V / c  and p , >  205 
MeV/c .  Here we take 1nt0 acc0unt  the detect10n ef- 
f1c1ency 0f  the detect0r  [ 19 ], the uncerta1nty 1n the 
ca1cu1ated neutr1n0 f1uxe5 0f  •+ 20% ma1n1y due t0 
pr1mary c05m1c ray f1uxe5 and 1nteract10n m0de15, 
and  the exper1menta1 err0r 1n the neutr1n0 cr055 5ec- 
t10n5 0f  •+ 10%. F0r  the neutra1 current  effect, we f01- 
10w the ana1y515 0f  the Kam10kande 9r0up [19] ,  
wh1ch e5t1mate5 that  the c0ntr16ut10n 0f  neutra1 cur- 
rent5 t0 60th e1ectr0n- and mu0n-11ke event515 a60ut 
3% f0r each type 0f  event.  7he  expected va1ue 0f  
U~/U, 15 0.474, wh1ch dev1ate5 6y 2.570 fr0m the 
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Test with muon flux at Balloon Altiotude



Muon Observations
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Detection of 2 x 10**15-eV to 2 x 10**16-eV gamma Rays from Cygnus X-3
M. Samorski, W. Stamm (Kiel U.)

1983
• Astrophys.J. 268 (1983) L17-L21
• DOI: 10.1086/184021

Abstract (ADS)
Kiel, West Germany air shower experiment data are analyzed with a view to the detection of showers from Cyg X-3, with a measurement resolution of 1 deg and an on-
source observation time of 3838 hr over a sensitive area of 2800 sq m. In addition to a 4.4-sigma excess of showers from the direction of delta = 40.9 + or - 1.5 deg and 
alpha = 307.8 + or - 2.0 deg, the time-averaged analysis indicates the typical 4.8-hr modulation of the excess showers. The time-averaged integral gamma-ray flux 
derived corresponds to a luminosity of 6 x 10 to the 36th ergs/sec in the 2 x 10 to the 15th-2 x 10 to the 16th eV energy region, establishing this as the first experimental 
evidence for a clearly identified gamma-ray point source which emits at energies greater than 10 to the 15th eV.

http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Samorski%2C%20M.?recid=193254&ln=ja
http://inspirehep.net/author/profile/Stamm%2C%20W.?recid=193254&ln=ja
http://inspirehep.net/search?cc=Institutions&p=institution:%22Kiel%20U.%22&ln=ja
https://doi.org/10.1086/184021
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Average energy spectrum of magnetic cascade at 100 km a.s.l 
for 1020eV photon primary
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results, the data in every Dxv ¼ 25 g/cm2 were used. So a larger
systematic error may exist in COSMOS results.

The results for hXmaxi and rXmax in Fig. 3 and Table 2 are summa-
rized as follows. First, the difference between CORSIKA and COS-
MOS results in hXmaxi is at most "16 g/cm2 for both proton and
iron primaries. It is smaller than the fluctuation, rXmax . Second,
the difference between hXmaxi’s for proton and iron primaries is
typically " 70# 80 g/cm2, which is beyond the fluctuations both
in CORSIKA and COSMOS simulations as well as the difference
between CORSIKA and COSMOS results. Third, rXmax is " 40#
60 g/cm2 in for proton primary, while it is " 20# 25 g/cm2 for iron
primary. rXmax is somewhat larger in CORSIKA than in COSMOS, as
is clear in Fig. 3; the difference is larger for proton primary. Fourth,
our CORSIKA results agree with those of Wahlberg et al. Yet ours
are smaller by up to "10 g/cm2. A number of possible causes can
be conjectured. Our simulations performed with versions, models,
and parameters different from those of Wahlberg et al. In our work
hXmaxi is defined as the depth of the peak in the number of elec-
trons above 500 keV, while in Wahlberg et al. it was defined as
the depth of the peak in overall energy deposit. Also the error in
the fitting could be in the level of "10 g/cm2. Although not shown
here, we found that hXmaxi for different zenith angles varies by up
to "10 g/cm2.

3.3. Kinetic energy distribution of particles at the ground

In EASs, a fraction of secondary particles reach the ground.
Those particles deposit a part of their energy to ground detectors,
such as scintillation detectors or water Cherenkov tanks. In exper-
iments, by measuring the amount and spatial distribution of the
deposited energy, the primary energy and arrival direction of
UHECRs are estimated [39]. Here, we present the kinetic energy
(i.e., the total energy subtracted by the rest-mass energy) distribu-
tions of secondary particles over the entire ground; the amount of
energy deposited to detectors is determined by the kinetic energy.

Fig. 4 shows the typical kinetic energy distributions of photons,
electrons, muons, and hadrons, including particles in the shower
core; here the EAS is for iron primary with E0 ¼ 1019:5 eV and
h ¼ 0$. Lines are the averages of 50 EAS simulations, and error bars
mark the standard deviations, r, defined similarly as in Eq. (1). Ta-
bles 3–5 show the total kinetic energies (E) and numbers (N) of
particles reaching the ground for each particle species. Again, they
are the averages of 50 EAS simulations. To further analyze the ki-
netic energy distributions of different components, hadrons were
separated into nucleons, pions, and kaons, and shows their
distributions.

We first point that although Nphoton % Nelectron % Nmuon % Nhadron

for all the cases we simulated as shown in Tables 5 and 6, the en-
ergy partitioning depends on EAS parameters and varies signifi-
cantly as shown in Tables 3 and 4. For instance, in the EAS of
iron primary with E0 ¼ 1019:5 eV and h ¼ 0$ which is shown in Figs.
4 and 5, the partitioning of the kinetic energies of particles reach-
ing the ground is EEM : Emuon : Ehadron " 1 : 0:18 : 0:11. On the other
hand, in the EAS of proton primary with E0 ¼ 1018:5 eV and
h ¼ 45$; EEM : Emuon : Ehadron " 1 : 1:1 : 0:11.

We found that the difference between CORSIKA and COSMOS
results in Figs. 4 and 5 is up to 30%, but yet the difference is within
the fluctuation at most energy bins. Tables 3–5 indicate differences
of up to 30% in the integrated kinetic energies and numbers. There
are following general tends: (1) For most cases, CORSIKA predicts
larger energies for photons and electrons, while COSMOS predicts
larger energies for muons. (2) The difference is larger for proton
primary than for iron primary. (3) The difference is larger for larger
E0 and for larger h. We note that larger numbers of particles do not
necessarily mean larger energies; this point is particularly clear for
muons.

3.4. Energy deposited to the air

Interactions between air molecules and secondary particles
yield UV fluorescence light, which is observed with fluorescence
telescopes in UHECR experiments [40,41]. The energy estimated
through observation of UV fluorescence light is called the calori-
metric energy, and it is used to infer the primary energy of UHECRs
[42]. The energy released as the fluorescence light is determined by
the energy deposited to the air, Eair. So in order for the primary
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Fig. 3. Average of shower maximum, hXmaxi (upper panel), and standard deviation,
rXmax (lower panel,) as a function of primary energy. Lines are the least chi-square
fits of the values in Table 2, which were calculated for 250 simulations for all zenith
angles. The result reported in [38] is included for comparison.

Table 2
Average and standard deviation of Xmax, which were calculated for 250 simulations for all zenith angles.

Depth of shower maximum, Xmax (units: g/cm2)

Primary log10E0 (eV) 18.5 18.75 19 19.25 19.5 19.75 20

Proton CORSIKA hXmaxi 754.1 768.7 779.5 789.3 802.1 810.3 821.8
rXmax 52.6 59.4 55.1 49.0 55.8 50.0 50.7
COSMOS hXmaxi 746.2 760.0 774.9 781.2 781.3 813.8 836.8
rXmax 46.8 45.2 53.1 50.2 48.5 42.2 40.9

Iron CORSIKA hXmaxi 672.5 682.2 698.0 711.8 722.3 735.8 747.6
rXmax 23.1 20.9 23.6 23.4 23.5 25.2 23.6
COSMOS hXmaxi 671.9 698.6 704.9 702.8 713.0 742.7 754.4
rXmax 19.5 24.6 20.5 23.2 19.0 18.7 21.8

S. Roh et al. / Astroparticle Physics 44 (2013) 1–8 5
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Electromagnetic energy spectrum by CASTOR
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Figure 8: Normalized electromagnetic energy spectrum in the acceptance of �6.6 < h < �5.2
for events with xSD > 10�6. The left panel shows the data compared to different cosmic ray
motivated models, the right panel to variations of PYTHIA8 and HERWIG++ 2.7.
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events with xSD > 10�6. The left panel shows the data compared to different cosmic ray moti-
vated models, the right panel to to variations of PYTHIA8 and HERWIG++ 2.7.
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Fig. 4: Hillas Plot for 10

20
 eV p & Fe.    Fig 5. p & γ attenuation off CMB, IR, radio[14]. 

 

 Although the correlation with the VCV catalog has stimulated much activity in models 

based on AGN acceleration, the observed correlation does not prove that AGNs are the UHECR 

sources. Since the position of active galaxies in the VCV catalog are themselves correlated with 

the large-scale distribution of matter within the GZK sphere, any type of source that displays this 

overall distribution is a plausible candidate. The Auger trans-GZK events also correlated with 

PSCz sources [15], with HI emitting galaxies[16], and Swift hard X-ray sources[17]. These 

catalogs also trace the large-scale matter distribution in the local universe. The sources could 

even reside in ordinary galaxies, especially if they are transient, such as gamma-ray bursts.  

 A combination of large sky exposure and precise spectrum and composition 

measurements is required to discover the cosmic accelerators responsible for these extreme 

particle energies. The diffuse spectrum convolves source injection with source density evolution 

and propagation through cosmic backgrounds. More sensitive overall spectral measurements will 

help determine the source density and evolution, and may test fundamental physics. Theories of 

the nature of space-time approaching the Planck scale can admit or imply violations of Lorentz 

invariance, which may modify the GZK effect above 10
20

 eV [18]. 

 Competing models of the cosmic accelerators will be best tested when we precisely 

measure the cosmic ray spectrum of individual sources. This is now known to be feasible for a 

cosmic ray observatory, limited only by the amount of exposure to each source.  

 

Multimessenger Studies 

 Understanding the production and propagation of cosmic rays has ramifications for all 

aspects of high-energy astrophysics. The sources of UHECRs are likely to emit energetic 

neutrinos and gamma rays that may be observed by present and future observatories. With the 

GZK effect firmly established in the contemporary universe and with knowledge of the cosmic 

ray spectrum and composition, cosmological models give clear expectations for the spectrum of 

diffuse neutrinos which should have accumulated over cosmic time. Neutrino observations are 

especially important in the 10
15

 eV energy range since the cosmic microwave background 

excludes extragalactic gamma rays above 10
14

 eV (Fig. 5). The IceCube Observatory and other 

large neutrino detectors of the future will have the capability to measure the lower energy part of 

the GZK neutrino spectrum, which results from neutron beta decays, while radio and acoustic 

techniques (e.g., RICE, ANITA) are able to probe the high energy end. Neutrino observatories 

may also measure astrophysical neutrinos coming straight from the hearts of cosmic ray sources 





However, for H.E A.S, forward production is important
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